
Abstract—Conventional blind source separation is based on 

over-determined with more sensors than sources but the under-

determined is a challenging case and more convenient to actual 

situation. Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has been 

widely  applied  to  Blind  Source  Separation  (BSS)  problems. 

However, the separation results are sensitive to the initialization 

of  parameters  of  NMF. Avoiding  the subjectivity of  choosing 

parameters,  we  used  the  Fuzzy  C-Means  (FCM)  clustering 

technique to estimate the mixing matrix and to reduce the re-

quirement  for sparsity.Also,  decreasing  the  constraints  is  re-

garded in this paper by using Semi-NMF. In this paper we pro-

pose a new two-step algorithm in order to solve the underdeter-

mined blind source separation. We show how to combine the 

FCM clustering technique with the gradient-based NMF with 

the multi-layer technique. The simulation results show that our 

proposed algorithm can separate the source signals with high 

signal-to-noise  ratio  and  quite  low  cost  time  compared  with 

some algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

LIND Source Separation (or Blind Signal Separation, 

BSS) combining with artificial neural network, infor-

mation theory and computer  science,  has received a great 

deal of attention in the fields of digital communication sys-

tems, speech processing, medical  imaging, water marking, 

biomedical  engineering and data  mining [13-17]  in  recent 

years. Blindness means that very little information is known 

about the source signals or the mixing system. The source 

signals can be extracted only by the matrix of observations 

from a group of sensors. 

B

The objective of BSS [1] is to extract the original source 

signals from their observation mixtures using only the infor-

mation  of  the  observed  signals  with  no  or  very  limited 

knowledge about the source signals or the mixing system.-

During the last few years, Researchers have developed many 

approaches  to  solve  the  problem  of  blind  source  separa-

tion.These  approachescan  be  largelyclassified  into  two 

methodologies  namely over-determined BSS and underde-

termined BSSaccording to the number of source signals and 

observable mixed signals. The BSS of number of sensors or 

observable mixed signals less than source signals is called 

underdetermined BSSwhile the BSS of number of sources 

less  than  sensors  is  called  over-determined BSS.However, 

the approaches for the blind source separation in the under-

determined case are rarely involved.  In this latter case the 

approach of classic  independent component analysis (ICA) 

fails to solve this problem.

Unlike the traditional BSS which is assumed that the mix-

ing matrix is of full column rank, the mixing matrix in the 

underdetermined  case  is  not  of  full  column  rank.Conse-

quently, multiplying the observable data mixturesbythe pseu-

doinverse of the mixing matrix cannot be used to recover the 

source signals.  This  makes recoveringthe source  signals  a 

very challenging task even if the mixing matrix is  known 

[3].In practical field, the over-determined mixture assump-

tion does not always hold e.g. in radio- communications the 

probability of receiving more sources than sensors increases 

with the increase of reception bandwidth; thus it is necessary 

to solve the problem of underdetermined blind source sepa-

ration (UBSS) [2]. Zhang and Zheng [4] divided the algo-

rithms to solve underdetermined problems into three cate-

gories. The first category is the iteration algorithmsthat esti-

mate the source signals  and the mixing matrix simultane-

ously. The Second is the algorithms based on the statistical-

probability model of the source signals.The third is the “two-

step” algorithms clustering-then-optimization.

Inthis paper we focus on the UBSS in the instantaneous 

mixture case utilizing the “two-step” algorithm. In the first 

step, the mixingmatrix is estimated by fuzzy C-means clus-

tering  techniqueusing  only the  matrix  of  observable  mix-

tures. In the second step, we use the estimated mixing matrix 

as an input to the projected-gradient based NMF to estimate 

the source signals matrix.
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Our work in this paper introduces three contributions in 

the study of underdetermined blind source separation. First, 

we speed the convergence and solve the problem of 

initialization for NMF which is sensitive to the initial values 

of mixing matrix, source signals matrix and the other 

parameters by using FCM to estimate the mixing matrix and 

then use this estimation as an input to the Semi-NMF 

algorithm to estimate the source signals. Second, we 

decrease the complexity and increase the performance of the 

separation. The final contribution is using the projected 

gradient based NMF which is rather computationally soft 

and decreases the constraints using semi-NMF. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 

we introduce an overview and basic concepts of NMF and 

FCM clustering. In Section 3, we present the detailed 

proposed system. In section 4, we show the analysis of the 

typical experiments and the results of different BSS methods 

and the simulation results show the effectiveness and high 

performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, a short 

conclusion and future work are drawn in Section 5. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Fuzzy C-Means Clustering 

The fuzzy set theory developed by zadeh 1965 provides a 

powerful analytical tool for soft clustering method. The 

fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm (developed by Dunn in 

1973 and improved by Bezdek in 1981) is the best known 

method for fuzzy clustering, based on optimizing objective 

function, it has been used most widely in many applications 

as a conventional tool in clustering, and has the most perfect 

algorithm theory. The FCM clustering algorithm is a 

variation and an extension for the traditional k-means 

clustering algorithm, in which for each data point a degree of 

membership or membership function  of clusters 

is calculated. However, almost no data points have a crisp 

membership }.That is, FCM always produces 

fuzzy memberships  in the open interval (0, 1) [6]. The 

centroids of the clusters are computed based on the degree of 

memberships as well as sample data points. 

According to unsupervised learning clustering literatures, 

FCM algorithm is a fuzzy clustering method for finding 

cluster centers with the objective function: 

                                                                                          (1) 

where,  is the number of desired clusters, T is the number 

of samples, the weighting exponent  is the degree of 

fuzziness, ) is the fuzzy c-partition matrix,  

 is the cluster centers,  

is the distance between the data sample point and the cluster 

center. The necessary conditions for minimizing  are the 

following update rules equations: 

                                           (2) 

and, 

                                                                    (3) 

where, . 

B. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 

Many researchers have proposed the nonnegative matrix 

factorization (NMF). Since it was first proposed in 1999, 

nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) has attracted more 

and more attention. Recently, it has been widely used in 

many areas and one of these areas is BSS [5,18,19]. 

However, the solution is not unique since, NMF is a non-

convex programming, and in most algorithms it frequently 

results in local optima. 

The basic NMF decomposition model for BSS is as 

follows: 

                                                                      (4) 

where,  (  ) is the observable mixtures, 

 is the mixing matrix,   is the source 

signals matrix with   and E is the additive noise. 

For BSS  is the number of mixtures or sensors,  is the 

number of sample time points, and J is the number of 

sources. With only the data observable mixtures  is the only 

known, the mixing matrix  and the source signals  are 

estimated by formula (4). 

There are many algorithms for NMF Such as 

multiplicative algorithms but these methods depend on 

choosing an auxiliary function and are rather computation 

intensive. On the other hand, the projected gradient 

algorithms are faster and have low complexity. The 

projected gradient based update rules take the following 

general form of iterative updates as follows [5]: 

                                          (5) 

                                           (6) 

 

where,  means that the entries are forced to be 

nonnegative by replacing the negative values by zero in the 

theoretical field but for practical purposes it is replaced by a 

small positive value ε to avoid numerical instabilities, thus 

giving component-wise  ,and  and  are 

the descent directions of  and  respectively and  are 

the learning rates. 

One of the projected gradient based algorithms is 

Projected Sequential Subspace Optimization (PSESOP) 

method [5, 12] that performs a projected minimization of a 

smooth objective function over a subspace spanned by 

several directions. These include the current gradient and the 

gradient from previous iterations, together with the 

Nemirovski directions. Nemirovski showed that convex 
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smooth unconstrained optimization is optimal if the 

optimization in the n-th iterative step is performed over a 

subspace which includes the current gradient , the 

directions 

                                                                (7) 

, and the linear combination of the previous gradients 

                                                       (8) 

With the coefficients  and, 

    (9) 

These directions should be orthogonal to the current 

gradient. And the line search vector can be given in a closed 

form as follows: 

  

 .                                                            (10) 

Where,  

C. Semi Nonegative Matrix Factorization s 

Ding et al [9] has considered variations of NMF where the 

elements of one factor but not the other, are constrained to 

be nonnegative, and so allowing the data matrix Y to have 

mixed signs [7].In some applications the observed input data 

are unsigned (unconstrained) as indicated by Y±∈R
I×T

 which 

allows us to relax the constraints regarding nonnegativity of 

one factor. This leads to approximated semi-NMF which can 

take the following form: 

                                               (11) 

Where, the sub index X+ indicates that a matrix is forced 

to be nonnegative. 

III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this section we present Fuzzy C-Means Semi-NMF as a 

new method for underdetermined blind source separation. It's 

the first work that combines Fuzzy C-Means Clustering 

algorithm with Semi-Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 

which allows relaxation to the nonnegativity constraints to 

the input data mixtures matrix and the mixing matrix. This 

implies that a fast convergence in the system we proposed. 

We use PSESOP algorithm that has additive update rules 

with modified format which we use it in the Semi-NMF 

methodology to estimate the sources only exploiting the high 

performance and low complexity time. 

The method starts with producing initial base cluster 

centers, apply the FCM algorithm, and then use PSESOP. 

Finally, apply the multi-layer algorithm. The whole 

procedure is summarized as: 

(1) Apply the FCM clustering algorithm to estimate the 
mixing matrix with normal distribution random 
numbers initial cluster center 

(2) Extract the sources using PSESOP in a semi-NMF 
fashion 

(3) Apply the multi-layer algorithm [8] to the preceding 

steps and get the final source signals 

A. Mixing matrix estimation 

Using the FCM clustering algorithm we can solve the 

problem of initialization for NMF and eliminate the selection 

of parameters, and get a very good result. Here, in this paper 

unlike [4] we use FCM method directly to the source signals 

without any transformation although signals are not always 

sparse in time domain since, the NMF then the multi-layer 

technique will treat this problem. Given only the observable 

mixtures matrix Y as follows: 

Y= [Y1, Y2,……..,Yt]     , t=1,2,3,……..T 

Where T is the number of sampling time points we can get 

the J columns of the mixing matrix A. We have chosen the 

initial base cluster centers as a random numbers with normal 

distribution. The final cluster centers which are the columns 

of the mixing matrix are computed according to the 

following algorithm. 

FCM clustering algorithm 

Input: the observable mixtures Y= [Y1, Y2,……..,YT] , T the 
number of sample time points, the dimension I of each data 
point of Y, the number of desired clusters C, Maximum 
number of iterations N, degree of fuzziness β, initial 

centroids for clusters, tolerance ε for convergence. 

Output:  the final cluster centers which are the columns of A  

Initialize the cluster centers. 

While (neither convergence nor reach the maximum number 

of iterations)  

Repeat for i = 1 to C and for j = 1 to T 

Compute  

Repeat for i = 1 to C and for j = 1 to T 

  If  for some  set  and 

0 for all  , otherwise compute the 

membership as in (2) 

 Repeat for I = 1 to C 

  Update the cluster centers, using equation (3) 

End while 

 

B. Source signals Recovery with Semi-NMF PSESOP 

After the columns of the mixing matrix are estimated i.e. 

we get the mixing matrix, we use the Semi-NMF in order to 

estimate the source signals matrix. In Semi-NMF the 

observable mixtures matrix Y and the mixing matrix A are 

unconstrained (i.e. unsigned) with only the sources matrix is 

constrained to be nonnegative.  PSESOP is then performed 
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in a modified fashion where the matrices Y and A is 

unconstrained i.e. Semi-NMF. The source signals can be 

obtained by Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm. In this work we 

regard the source signals which is forced to be nonnegative 

obtained by PSESOP and the mixing matrix obtained by 

FCM as a preprocessing step for the multi-layer technique 

which be stated below in detail. The algorithm of Semi-NMF 

PSESOP is stated below 

Semi-NMF PSESOP Algorithm 

Input: the observable mixtures Y= [Y1, Y2,……..,Yt] , the 

mixing matrix A obtained from FCM algorithm, number of 

components J, Maximum number of iterations N 

Output: the source signals X 

Initialize the matrix X randomly.  

Repeat for t=1 to T 

 Begin 

           

          Repeat 

   

                              

  Compute  as in equation (7) 

   

                               

                              Compute  as in equation (10) 

    Or, 

//  

         Until stopping criteria is met 

 End 

End for 

The estimated source signals by the previous algorithm will 

be normalized and rescaled. 

C. Multi-layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm s 

The multi-layer technique proposed by A. Cichocki and R. 

Zdunek 2006 [8,11], also known hierarchical multi-layer 

technique. The mixing matrix A is replaced in multi-layer 

NMF by a set of cascaded matrices as follows: 

 , where L is the number of 

layers [5]. Since the model is linear, all the matrices can be 

merged into a single matrix  if no special constraints are 

imposed upon the individual matrices . 

The multi-layer technique is used to improve the 

performance of the NMF or Semi-NMF as in this paper. In 

the first step of the multi-layer algorithm the basic 

approximate decomposition  can be 

performed. Then the result obtained from the first step can 

be used to build up a new assignment, 

so . The learning update rules are 

performed hierarchically or sequentially i.e. layer by layer. 

Repeating these update rules according to the number of 

layers to get the final form of the multi-layer model as 

follows: 

                                      (12) 

where, . The multi-

layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP (proposed algorithm) is 

demonstrated as follows: 

Multi-layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm 

Input: The observations matrix Y and the number of layers 

L 

Output: The source signals X and signal-to-noise ratio 

 Repeat for l=1 to L 

 If l >1 then 

  Set ; where  is the estimated source signals 

 Otherwise, keep Y as it is 

 Compute A
l
 from FCM clustering algorithm 

 Compute XH from Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm 

 Compute the final result for A as: 

   

End for 

Get the final result for XH which is the final estimation of 

the source signals, and then compute the signal-to-noise ratio 

as in the simulation results. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we present a good simulation to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. 

The experimental analysis is conducted on six speech signals 

coming from 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/emu/files/examples/aetobi/ 

and the number of sensors (mixtures) is set . The 

mixture signals that we perform our experiments on are 

obtained by multiplying a matrix of random numbers with 

normal distribution by the source signals. The source signals 

are not always sparse in the time domain. The analysis aims 

at comparing mainly the reconstruction index Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (SNR) to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed method.  SNR [10] is defined as: 

                                             (13) 

where,  is the estimation of the source signals X. 

When , the efficiency of the separation 

results is good. The proposed algorithm is implemented by 

Matlab 7.10.0 R2010a. 
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Without loss of generality, the experiments are performed 

by multi-layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP (proposed 

algorithm) stated above with which the number of layers is 

only 5 layers and the observation matrix as an input without 

the constraint of nonnegativity. The sources signals and 

mixture signals are shown in fig. 1 (a) and (b) respectively. 

The parameter inputs of FCM clustering algorithm step in 

the proposed algorithm are 35376, 2, 6, 20, 3, 0.005 for the 

number of sample points, the dimension of the sample time 

points, number of clusters, maximum number of iterations, 

degree of fuzziness, and tolerance respectively. We consider 

the dimension of the sample points equals to the number of 

sensors (observable mixtures). The final cluster centers got 

from this step are the columns of the mixing matrix A. 

The parameter inputs of Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm 

set in our proposed algorithm are the observable mixtures 

matrix Y, the mixing matrix A obtained from the previous 

step instead of initialize it as in [5], the number of 

components (sources) equals 6, the maximum number of 

iteration is only 5 iterations. 

In order to analyze performance of algorithm proposed, 

we calculate reconstruction index (SNR) for each separated 

signal using as (13) respectively. A comparison between our 

proposed method and other three methods is shown in fig. 2. 

The three methods are PSESOP, multi-layer PSESOP [5, 

11], fuzzy c-means PSESOP that we also propose. The 

separated signals by our proposed algorithm are shown in 

fig. 1 (c). 

Another evaluation for our proposed method compared 

with the method in [4] and PSESOP method using the 

dataset of four speech signals from 

http://people.ac.upc.es/pau/shpica/ instant.html which in [4], 

is recorded in Table 1. From the results in Table 1 and fig. 2, 

we can see that separation performance of our algorithm is 

very high and has faster convergence with respect to the 

other methods. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we address the problem of underdetermined 

blind source separation. We proposed a new two-step 

method of estimating original source signals in the 

underdetermined case based on Multi-layer technique using 

the FCM to estimate the mixing matrix in the first step and 

then using the Semi-NMF PSESOP to estimate the sources in 

the second step repeating these steps for a number of layers. 

The proposed algorithm partially relaxes the nonnegativity 

and the sparsity conditions. Also, this new algorithm can 

effectively improve the mixing matrix estimation, and 

significantly reduce the computation costs of source signals 

extraction. The simulation experiments illustrate the validity, 

some advantages, and the superior performance of the 

proposed algorithm. 

Our future work will enhance the mixing matrix 

estimation, and separate unknown number of sources and 

then to separate and extract nonsparse signals. We would 

also like to reduce the running time. 
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Fig 1. (a) six source signals; (b) two mixture signals; (c) six separated 

signals 
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Fig 2. A comparison between different methods 
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TABLE I.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (SNR) USING THE DATASET IN [4]

SNR
The source signals

S1 S2 S3 S4

Method in [4] 9.7533 8.0677 5.948 6.422

PSESOP method 24.9054 49.6603 11.4642 43.3386

Proposed method 324.2969 372.2919 429.9053 397.6122
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